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UCC to Open State-of-the-Art Early Learning Academy this Spring
Giving Hispanic Children in Community a Brighter Future
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN (January 22, 2021) The United Community Center aims to improve the quality of life on
Milwaukee’s southside by meeting the growing needs of the community. The most recent endeavor, a $12 million, stateof-the-art, Early Learning Academy will serve more than 300 children and their families in one of the most impoverished
zip codes in the state of Wisconsin.
Only 1 in 5 children in Milwaukee have easy access to quality early childhood education; which by all research indicates
will be a significant predictor of life-long success. From ages 0-3, a child’s brain grows to 80% of adult size and about 1
million neurons are formed. By the age of five, Latino children are often up to two years behind the development of their
white peers, and 60% of them do not have any access to quality programs.
In 2017, the United Community Center responded to the need for quality early childhood education by acquiring a
struggling daycare in the 53215-zip code. Since UCC began the center’s operations, enrollment has increased from 18
children to more than 100 children. With the creation the newly constructed Early Learning Academy, UCC will be able to
provide educational opportunities to over 300 children. In the process, UCC will also provide 50 new jobs in a severely
economically depressed neighborhood while offering comprehensive support to families, and initiating a neighborhood
revitalization.
With construction of this center nearing completion, UCC hopes to highlight the importance of early childhood education
and bridging the gap in the community’s educational divide. “The zip code a child is born in should not determine
whether or not a child will graduate from high school or attend college. The path out of poverty to a brighter future starts
with high quality education starting at 6 weeks old,” stated Laura Gutierrez, Executive Director of the United Community
Center (UCC).
The new facility with two full floors of classrooms, an interactive indoor playground and an expansive outdoor learning
place and playground intends to be a beacon of hope that children can achieve their dreams. “No student should grow up
with the odds stacked against them. We know that a valued early education will help this new generation, and
generations to follow to begin their lives with equitable chances at success,” states Gutierrez.
About the UCC Early Learning Academy:
The UCC Early Learning Academy is a state-of-the-art learning center focused on kindergarten readiness with a strong
early childhood education curriculum that will serve as a model for Milwaukee and the nation. The UCC $12M Bright
Futures Campaign will help fund this project which will be complete for early learners in the Spring of 2021.
About United Community Center:
The United Community Center (UCC) provides programs to Hispanics and near South side residents of all races and ages in
education, cultural arts, recreation, community development and health and human services in an effort to help
individuals achieve their potential by focusing on cultural heritage as a means of personal development.
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